
 
May 2019 - Middle School Newsletter 

 
Student Accomplishments 
 
May Students of the Month  
6th - Brooklyn Frazier 
7th - Jessica Brumley 
8th - Nikki Keesee 
 
SAGE STEAM Camp 
Southwest Alliance for Girls’ Enrichment in Science, Technology, Engineering, the 
Arts, and Mathematics (SAGE STEAM) Camp at SWOSU has selected 50 middle 
school-aged students across the state of Oklahoma to attend this week-long 
summer camp. Lauren Earp was chosen through a strict nomination and selection 
process. We are proud Lauren will  represent ECPMS at this prestigious camp. 
 
Pre-Enrollment 
If you have NOT already Pre-Enrolled for next year, go to ecpbadgers.com and click 
on the “MS Form”  link to enroll. Thank you to those who came out April 22, 2019. 
We had a good turn out and enjoyed some tasty food truck cuisine. 
 
MS Awards Assembly is at noon on May 23, 2019 at the HS Gym 
  
It’s Been A Great Year At The Middle School! 
 
Jennifer Earp’s Classes - Sixth grade is reading a variety of fiction and nonfiction 
pieces in the Scope magazine. We will also do a follow up to the novel we read last 
fall, Wonder. We will be reading the points of view of other characters from the 
novel. Seventh grade is reading A Long Walk to Water  and learning about the Lost 
Boys of Sudan as well as the Water for South Sudan project. Eighth grade is reading 
The Outsiders and will be doing culminating projects for the novel including a 
digital escape room.  
 
Jerrie Doss’s Classes -Morning classes have been very busy so far this month. 
They finished the pillow project.  Each student hand sewed and stuffed a throw 
pillow.  When they finished they learned to add a button.  They each now know how 
to hem and item and add/replace a button when needed.   



They also completed a quilt square.  Each student had to design a quilt square with 
the theme of Health. They added their own touches to them to make them stand 
out.  I am hoping to have enough squares to make a large quilt at some point.   
This week they worked on making scrapbook pages.  Each student brought 8-10 
pictures from home, trimmed and edited the pictures, picked out backgrounds, 
arranged the pictures and attached them. They then went thru all the scrapbooking 
decorations I had and decorated the scrapbooks.   
All these things were to teach them that there are a number of ways to be 
constructive and take their minds off of things that may be bothering them.  They 
learned there are ways to de-stress that are helpful. 
Next week, we will be sampling fresh fruits and vegetables.  There are several items 
that students have never had the opportunity to try.  They are also going to learn to 
make a healthy smoothie.  Learning what they should eat can have a major impact 
on how they feel and affect the rest of their day.   
The last week will be all outside activities if the weather permits.  I have planned a 
scavenger hunt, frisbee, team building activities, etc. for each class. 
 
Computer classes have been working on typing lessons out of the book.  They are 
learning how to properly head and type a letter to be sent.  They have been working 
on making sure they use capital letters when needed and making paragraphs.   
The 6th period students are continuing their email pal communications with the 
students from Guadalajara, Mexico.  They have been really enjoying getting to 
understand another culture, their activities, and likes.  I think this program has 
helped them understand how blessed they are to have the opportunities they are 
allowed in the United States.  
 
 
Ann Harrel’s Classes -8th grade classes are working on Tiny House Projects which 
incorporates area, perimeter, volume, and spatial reasoning.  6th and 7th grades are 
finishing up our lessons and reviewing for semester tests.  
 
Willie Harrell’s Classes - 7th Grade are finishing up their research papers. 8th 
Grade is watching “Lincoln” which goes with the lesson we just finished. 
 
Mike Harris’ Classes - 6th Grade is studying European countries in Social Studies. 
In Science we are studying energy and conservation of renewable resources and 
what we as citizens can do to help our planet.  In Life Science, students have 
learned to successfully to tie a necktie.  They are studying how to be leaders and 
committee members and how important it is to work together to accomplish a 
common goal.  We will end the year studying Parliamentary Procedure. 
 
Stacey McCaa’s Classes -7th grade reading is working on compare/contrast 
reading projects and making presentations. 7th science is finishing up the school 
year with research and science experiments. Also planting milkweed for the 



butterfly garden for the fall. Math classes are designing their dream house using 
google chrome 3D design app.  
 
Kristal Patterson’s Classes - 
7th Grade Science- We have finished Unit 3 and are moving into our last chapter 
that we will cover.  The chapter is Exploring Space. 
 
8th Grade- They have completed testing and are going to finish up the year 
learning about the skeletal system.  This week we are dissecting Earthworms, 
Grasshoppers and Frogs. 
  
Stephen McCleskey’s Classes - The Middle school band is wrapping up the year 
after a stellar concert May 7th. The 6th graders are preparing for honor bands next 
year and the 7th graders are getting ready to make the jump into high school band. 
MS Humanities is working on a movie trailer set to a genre of music we have 
studied this year using Chromebooks and iMovie.  
 
Joe Terrell’s Classes -  We have been able to return to the Lab now that testing is 
over and a few students are finishing up I-station work while others are utilizing 
time for homework.  The rest of the students read their books or use computers for 
educational strategy games. 


